The Kentucky Utilities Transylvania

Stakes Nomination Past Performances from Equisage

Annex
Owner: UNI Feedwoods and Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners
Trainer: William E. Mott
2021. 2 2 0 0 $64,140 Turf 2 2 0 0 $64,140
Ch. 3-Constellation - You Make the Sing by Underbild's Song
Bred in Kentucky by William Harrige & Mike Pertrangolo (Apr 23, 2018)

Bakwena
Owner: Silverhill HTT, LLC and Tommy Hamilton
Trainer: Davis Miller
2021. 3 0 1 0 $7,630 Turf 0 0 0 0
Gr.1/2-C.3 Graydy-Goulou by Century (IRE)
Bred in Silverhill HTT, LLC (Feb 8, 2018)

Barrister Tom
Owner: Ballymore Farms, LLC (Michael A. Evig)
Trainer: Michael A. Evig
2020. 2 0 0 0 $310,087 Turf 0 0 0 0
B. G. 3 Artie Schiller - Taylor Lane by Parsley
Bred in Kentucky by Thomas G. Rand (Mar 28, 2018)

Boreas
Owner: Allbritish Thoroughbred Company, LLC (Eymn Alexander)
Trainer: Michael J. Maker
2020. 0 1 1 0 $310,500 Turf 0 0 0 0
B. G. 3 Impartor - Deep in December by The Daddy
Bred in Kentucky by Brennan C. Jones (Feb 7, 2018)

Breadman
Owner: John P. Terranova II
Trainer: Michael D. Etting
2020. 0 1 0 0 $250,800 Turf 0 0 0 0
B. G. 3 Constitution - Airs by Arch
Bred in New York by Newtowntowner Stud (Mar 29, 2018)

Cellist
Owner: Joy and Gretchen Manogian
Trainer: Philip D. Brown
2020. 0 1 0 0 $250,000 Turf 0 0 0 0
B. G. 3 Big Blue Kitten - Cello by English Channel
Bred in Kentucky by Calumet Farm (Feb 28, 2018)

Coulthard (IRE)
Owner: Philip D. Azzato
Trainer: A. Darbyshire
2020. 5 2 0 0 $107,700 Turf 6 2 2 1
B. G. 3 Cadiz (IRE) - Sammanget by Dark Angel (IRE)

Donegal Bay
Owner: Donegal Racing Jurry Crawford
Trainer: Todd A. Fletcher
2020. 1 0 0 0 $1,089 Turf 0 0 0 0
B. G. 3 Uncle Mo - Solo Piano by Espree Maker
Bred in Kentucky by Juddmonte Farms Inc (May 13, 2016)